


The  ArT  of  CAl l e i jA 

Welcome to the world of Calleija where you will discover the most 

exceptional collection of Argyle Pink diamonds, brilliant white 

diamonds and precious gems. Inspired by the beauty of exquisite 

jewels, each piece is individually designed and sketched before 

being skilfully handcrafted by our in-house master jewellers.

Our sought after pink and coloured diamonds are some of the rarest 

in the world and the passion we have as a team for creating bespoke 

designs to complement their beauty is unrivalled.

With three stunning boutiques – Marina Mirage on the Gold Coast, The 

Westin in Sydney and The Royal Arcade on Old Bond Street in Mayfair, 

London – Calleija is synonymous with international diamond design and 

distinction. We hope you enjoy the magnificent colours of nature.
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AMOUR
22.32 carats of exceptional diamonds lead to a magnificent 5.01 carat, 

pear shaped diamond surrounded by Argyle Pink diamonds, the world’s 

rarest jewels. Amour is a necklace of sublime elegance.
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The Argyle Diamond Mine in the remote East Kimberley region of 

Western Australia produces 90% of the world’s entire supply of natural 

pink diamonds. These exquisite gems take billions of years to form with 

breathtaking natural colours ranging from a delicate crimson blush to a 

vivid purplish pink and occasionally striking reds. These amazing gems 

deserve only the most unique and beautifully paired settings to ignite 

their fire and sparkle.

These rare and beautiful diamonds will only be produced for around 

another 10 years. Their scarcity has captured the attention of diamond 

connoisseurs, collectors and investors all over the globe and demands 

that these pink diamonds be entrusted to only a selected circle of the 

world’s finest jewellers. Calleija Jewellers is proud to offer a magnificent 

selection of rare Argyle Pink diamonds, perfectly enhanced by the artistry 

of John Calleija. Imagine the joy of possessing the rarest of all diamonds. 
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CONTESSA .  Features the rarest of all gems an exquisite 0.67 carat 

Fancy Vivid Purplish Pink Argyle Tender Diamond. Contessa radiates  

a grace and sophistication that is ignited by John Calleija’s design.
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The Scarlett Bijou (L) and Bella Rosa (R) were personally selected by John Calleija at the annual Argyle Pink Diamond Tender.
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ARgylE  P iNk  D iAMOND TENDER 

The annual Argyle Pink Diamonds Tender traditionally highlights  

a number of the world’s most important diamonds that stand alone 

because of their vibrancy and intense colour. These rare and beautiful 

stones will only be produced for around another 10 years. They are 

coveted by many and owned by just a few.

The Argyle Pink Diamond Tender is one of the world’s most anticipated 

events in the diamond industry’s calendar where a small  

number of invited Select Ateliers may place a sealed  

bid to secure these precious gems. To own a rare  

Argyle pink diamond is to own a unique piece of 

Mother Nature, a family heirloom that will be 

treasured through future generations.  
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A CUT  ExC lUS ivE  TO  CAl l E i jA .  Mesmerised by the beauty 

of diamonds John Calleija has developed his very own diamond titled the 

Glacier. The exquisite creation of the cut took John five years to perfect with 

a virtuoso diamond cutter and by every standard is nothing short of superb. 

It exudes a beautiful feminine shape, and a brightness and intensity, which 

allows maximum brilliance to radiate from the diamond. The cut is one of 

Calleija’s most important triumphs of craftsmanship and design, bringing 

femininity and grace to the traditional angular cushion cut.

The band is raised to highlight the two custom cut tapered baguette 

diamonds on each side, featuring a matched pair of exceptionally rare 

and beautiful Argyle Pink diamonds. Each Glacier is individually laser 

inscribed with its own number and you may even choose to include your 

own customised wording to your beloved on the edge of the diamond. 

Secretly placed inside the setting at the base of the ring, is another beautiful 

Pink Argyle Diamond as John’s personal gift to you.
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ADE l iNA .  Inspired by pure beauty and femininity, is a flawless 

creation featuring a 2.16 carat white diamond with Argyle pink diamond 

surround. This masterpiece is a creation of true rarity.
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ThE  DES igN D i f f ERENCE

At Calleija Jewellers every creation unveiled to you is the culmination of 

many hours of devotion. Firstly, each and every gem is carefully chosen 

for its superior qualities including cut, brightness and beauty; then the 

design journey begins. The concept drawings must be perfect in proportion 

and design then the creative process evolves into actually making each 

one into a masterpiece to enchant and delight its wearer. It is a journey 

where we will only accept the very best and always continuously seek 

perfection in our craft. John Calleija and his team of talented artisan 

jewellers combine years of traditional expertise to create these stunning 

works of art, using the rarest diamonds, glittering gemstones and precious 

metals. The magic that unfolds in this creative process is carefully overseen 

by our professional team of diamond graders, gemmologists and valuers 

who ensure that perfection is sought and achieved, each and every time.
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S i ENNA CUff.  Inspired by the Renaissance Masters, the Sienna Cuff reincarnates the spirit of 

celebrating beauty and creativity. Magnificent sunset hues of the multi-shaped Mandarin Garnet and Spinel cuff 

are starred with White Diamonds and set in 18 carat Yellow Gold. 
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ThE  jOURNEy  R iNg.  The sweep of lines reflect the journey of life and the paths we choose to take. 

The design can be enhanced with your selection of custom cut gem stones to celebrate that exceptional 

moment in your life. It’s a design that is as individual as you are.
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vAlENT iNA
This beautifully crafted Calleija Valentina design is a stunning 4.02 carats 

of round brilliant cut white diamonds exquisitely set in white gold, featuring 

a 2.06 carat cushion cut Burmese Ruby that shimmers with intense vibrancy. 

The Valentina is a masterpiece of adornment and desire.
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OUR  f lAwlESS  SERv iCE

✤ International Award Winning custom design service

✤ Unique Diamond Upgrade*

✤ Lay-by is available up to two years**

✤ GST and VAT free for overseas travellers

✤ 30 day International Refund Policy- excludes lay-by’s and custom orders

✤ Lifetime warranty on all Calleija made pieces

✤ Complimentary clean and check

✤ Expert repair and restoration service

✤ Secure National and International Delivery

✤ Redesign service available.

*The “No Loss” diamond upgrade policy only applies to diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum carat weight of 0.25 per stone. The diamond 
must be in perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in dollar value than the piece 
being traded in. The full purchase price paid for the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece. **A payment option which enables you to secure your 
desired Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments over a two year period. Designs covered by Australian and International copyright laws.



loNDoN  
The Royal Arcade, Old Bond St, Mayfair W1S 4SW 

Telephone +44 (0)20 7499 8490

SyDNey 
The Westin Sydney, No.1 Martin Place, NSW 2000 

Telephone +61 (0)2 9233 6661

GolD  CoAST 
Marina Mirage, Main Beach, QLD 4217 

Telephone +61 (0)7 5528 3666 

calleija.com
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